
KEY TERMS FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

Kids learn about Civil Rights glossary and terms including segregation, Jim Crow Indian Civil Rights Act - This law
passed in guaranteed important civil.

Many popular representations of the movement are centered on the leadership and philosophy of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Police then ordered the demonstrators at all three locations to leave the stores. After many
more protests, arrests, and legal maneuvering, a federal judge ordered Alabama to allow the march to
Montgomery. Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbachat in  The summer before his last year at
Morehouse, in , an eighteen-year-old King made the choice to enter the ministry. Victory: Browder v.
Background Brown v. The movement uplifted the black community as a whole by cultivating feelings of
racial solidarity, often in opposition to the world of white Americansâ€”a world that had oppressed blacks for
generations. Black Power meant a variety of things. The nine students had been chosen to attend Central High
because of their excellent grades. The Fair Housing Act of also known as the Civil Rights Act of , which
banned discrimination in the sale or rental of housing. Key Terms Southern Christian Leadership Conference:
A civil rights organization created in to harness the moral authority and organizing power of black churches to
conduct non-violent protests in the pursuit of civil rights reform. Martin Luther King Jr. It required local
authorities to maintain comprehensive voting records for review so that the government could determine if
there were patterns of discrimination against certain populations. Viola Liuzzo was a white ally and Unitarian
Universalist civil rights activist who participated in the successful Selma to Montgomery marches and helped
with coordination and logistics. The emerging Black Power movement, which lasted from about to , demanded
political and economic self-sufficiency. Religion was a major selling point for the organization. The NAACP
proceeded with five cases challenging the school systems; these were later combined under what is known
today as Brown v. Sit-Ins and Freedom Rides Sit-ins and Freedom Rides were nonviolent civil rights actions
used to challenge segregation and racial discrimination. Instead of riding buses, boycotters organized a system
of carpools, with car owners volunteering their vehicles or themselves, driving people to various destinations.
Key Terms Boynton v. Legislative Change The consistent struggle of the Civil Rights Movement and efforts
of hundreds of thousands anonymous African Americans forced legislators to enact a slate of civil rights
legislation in the s and s. Under the early leadership of Elijah Muhammad, the organization appealed to the
poorest urban blacks and quickly spread to the major cities in the East. It was passed in  Johnson signed the
Voting Rights Act of , which suspended poll taxes, literacy tests, and other subjective voter tests that
contributed to the disenfranchisement of African Americans. Birmingham Campaign - A number of
non-violent protests against segregation held in in Birmingham, Alabama. March on Washington One of the
largest political rallies in American history, during which more than , blacks and whites gathered in front of
the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D. You can afford to stay out of school for one day if you have no other
way to go except by bus. The later legislation had firmer ground for enforcement and protection of a variety of
civil rights, where the acts of and were largely limited to voting rights. The Supreme Court ended the boycott
the following year, forcing the city of Montgomery to desegregate public transportation. Today this is illegal
in the United States. Augustine, Florida, serves as one of the symbolic examples of inter-religious alliances in
support of the Civil Rights Movement. When Mississippi ratified its constitution in , the constitution had
placed barriers to black voting with provisions such as poll taxes, residency requirements, and literacy tests.
Because of the ways in which it had been changed, the government had difficulty enforcing it. Johnson, who
asked Congress to help protect black voting rights. At the time, it was the largest gathering of protesters in
Washington, D. The goal of the Civil Rights Act was to ensure that all Americans could exercise their right to
vote. That night a mass meeting was held to determine if the protest would continue, and attendees
enthusiastically agreed. The plaintiffs were 13 Topeka parents on behalf of their 20 children. Board of
Education of Topeka, Kansas, in  Warren led a liberal majority that used judicial power in dramatic fashion, to
the consternation of conservative opponents.


